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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Wrong-way driving (WWD) vehicles, stopped vehicles, and the presence of pedestrian on freeways are 

real but unexpected events that require special attention. The Florida Department of Transportation 

(FDOT) aims to find innovative solutions to quickly detect, verify, and respond to these incidents to 

minimize their unforeseen consequences. This project, sponsored by Johnson, Mirmiran & Thompson 

(JMT), Inc., and FDOT District 7, successfully evaluated two real-time detection systems—a thermal 

camera-based detection system and a video-analytic system. The thermal camera-based detection system 

was used to identify WWD, stopped vehicles, and pedestrian events on freeways, and the video-analytic 

system was deployed to detect only freeway WWD events. 

Two bridges in the Tampa Bay Area were selected to test the detection systems. The Sunshine Skyway 

Bridge was used to test the thermal camera-based system for detecting pedestrians, stopped vehicles, and 

freeway WWD incidents, and data were collected through two camera locations (WI_1 and WI_4) 

southbound. The Howard Frankland Bridge was used to test the video-analytic system for detecting 

freeway WWD incidents, and data were collected through six camera locations—NB 33.8, NB 36.8, SB 

35.4, SB 34.1, SB 35.0, and SB 36.0, where the camera at SB 35.4 was angled at the traffic across the 

water body monitoring northbound/eastbound traffic, and cameras at the other five locations were angled 

at traffic on the same structure. 

Two performance measures were defined to evaluate the capability of these two detection systems: 

• Performance Measure #1: Detection System Accuracy – percentage of true calls on detection 

system over total number of calls placed by system. 

• Performance Measure #2: Percentage of False Calls – percentage of false calls on detection 

system over total number of calls placed by system. 

The CUTR research team worked and coordinated closely with all involved parties for video data 

collection. All detection-triggered videos from both detection systems were collected and stored on 

CUTR’s FTP site. 

The collected video data were reviewed for detailed qualitative and quantitative data analyses. The results 

of the data analysis regarding the performance measures of the two detection systems are summarized as 

follows:  

• The thermal camera-based detection system produced a detection system accuracy of 100% for 

pedestrian detection, 94.3% for stopped vehicle detection, and 100% for WWD detection.  

• The video-analytic system produced a detection system accuracy of 84.6% for WWD detection.  

• In thermal camera-based detection system, correct pedestrian detections were triggered by 

roadway workers or onsite police officers performing their work. 

• In thermal camera-based detection system, correction detections of stopped vehicles were 

triggered by vehicles (cars, motorcycles, utility vehicles, etc.) stopped on shoulders and on-duty 

vehicles (utility vehicles, police vehicles, etc.) stopped in lanes to perform work. One potential 

suicide attempt was detected during the data collection process, associated with a stopped vehicle 

and a pedestrian. 
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• In the thermal camera-based detection system, correct WWD detections were triggered by on-

duty utility vehicles backing up on the shoulder. 

• In the correct detections of WWD incidents by the video-analytic detection system, traffic 

scenarios observed included 1) vehicles (private cars, utility trucks, police cars) backing up on 

shoulder; 2) on-duty utility vehicles moving in closed lanes in the opposite direction or backing 

up in closed lanes in the travel direction; and 3) on-duty police vehicles moving in the opposite 

direction of travel in a closed section of the bridge. There was no detection region of interest 

(ROI) setting or indication of WWD object detection on the camera view, so the exact causes for 

these incorrect detections were not fully revealed. 

• Frequent vibrations or occasional strong vibrations of the camera views were observed on the 

Howard Frankland Bridge, which might impose influence on the camera angles or algorithm 

functions. Further examination of video-analytic system configuration by the vendor is needed.  

• Detection system configuration may be changed due to external environmental conditions such as 

camera vibrations. It is recommended to define appropriate reference points for ROI 

configuration and calibration during the system setup process and to set up alerts when a pre-

defined ROI is shifted due to external forces. 

The evaluation results and findings from this research can be used to support FDOT and other state DOTs 

in future implementations on limited-access facilities. Based on the data analysis and research findings, 

specific recommendations are provided to FDOT in this report for future deployment, testing and research 

on object detection systems.     
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Background 

The Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) actively takes a leading role to explore, evaluate, and 

implement new technologies to detect and prevent wrong-way driving (WWD). Over the past several 

years, FDOT has conducted several innovative research projects and pilot studies and begun 

implementation of innovative solutions and systems to deter and reduce WWD-related fatalities, injuries, 

and crashes in Florida.  

In October and November 2018, two serious crashes occurred that involved drivers who were allegedly 

impaired and drove on I-275 in the wrong direction on the Howard Frankland Bridge, which connects St. 

Petersburg and Tampa; quick detection of this type of incident using innovative and reliable detection 

systems are needed for swift responses. On the Sunshine Skyway Bridge, observations of stopped 

vehicles and pedestrians are relatively frequent when compared with other bridges in the Tampa Bay 

region. These stopped vehicles and pedestrians cause potential distractions of the motoring public and 

become safety concerns for all road users on the bridge. 

In this study, two different detections systems were deployed. A thermal camera-based system, provided 

by Vendor #1 and capable of detecting wrong-way vehicles, stopped vehicles, and pedestrians, was 

selected for a pilot study on the Sunshine Skyway Bridge to detect stopped vehicles and pedestrians and 

inform FDOT’s Tampa Bay SunGuide Traffic Management Center (TMC) to take proper actions. A real-

time video-analytic freeway WWD detection system from Vendor #2 was deployed on the Howard 

Frankland Bridge to detect WWD vehicles and inform FDOT’s Tampa Bay SunGuide TMC to take all 

needed actions to deter wrong-way driving and inform road users in the area. 

The thermal camera-based system from Vendor #1 combines thermal and visual imaging technology with 

advanced video analytics to provide a complete solution for automatic incident detection, data collection, 

and early fire detection. Its traffic video analytics have shown their effectiveness worldwide along 

highways and in tunnels and are now combined with the power of thermal imaging that allows traffic 

operators to see clearly in total darkness, in bad weather, and over a long range. It can provide a number 

of user-friendly advantages, including 24/7 traffic incident detection regardless of weather conditions, 

real-time visual incident verification and possible forensic evidence after an incident, corrosion-free 

stainless-steel housing, small form factor allowing for installation anywhere, hassle-free optical zoom 

block with focus assist, a nano-coated window for optical sensor avoiding the need for a wiper, and a 

high-end thermal vision core with germanium window. 

The video-analytic freeway WWD detection system from Vendor #2 is an automatic incident detection 

(AID) system based on a unique and advanced algorithm, including video recognition and object tracking, 

pattern recognition, and foreground object recognition algorithms. The system is essentially software that 

improves the accuracy of video AID by tracking and recording the path of vehicles or people and then 

acting on any object that behaves in an unusual manner, which can also apply to enforcement of yellow-

box violations and other traffic laws. 

http://www.fdot.gov/
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1.2 Project Objectives 

The major objective of this research was to test and evaluate the capabilities of the thermal camera-based 

system to detect pedestrians, stopped vehicles, and freeway WWD events and the video-analytic system 

to detect freeway WWD events. 

1.3 Project Task Activities 

Task 1 of this project was to prepare for pilot testing, data collection, and evaluation of selected object 

detection systems, specifically focusing on coordination on data collection for pilot testing and evaluation 

of the thermal camera-based system from Vendor #1 on the Sunshine Skyway Bridge and the video-

analytic freeway wrong-way detection system from Vendor #2 on the Howard Frankland Bridge. Task 2 

was to collect, review, and analyze data collected for the thermal camera-based system on the Sunshine 

Skyway Bridge for pedestrians, stopped vehicles, and freeway WWD incidents and for the video-analytic 

system on the Howard Frankland Bridge for WWD incidents. Task 3 was to prepare the final research 

report and document the project background, objectives, project task activities, data collection, data 

analysis, research results and findings, and recommendations. 

1.4 Report Organization 

This report is organized into five sections: 1) Introduction, 2) Preparation for and Coordination of Pilot 

Testing and Evaluation, 3) Data Collection at Test Site Locations, 4) Data Review and Analysis, and 5) 

Conclusions and Recommendations.  
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2. Preparation for and Coordination of Pilot Testing and Evaluation 

This section describes the effort of the CUTR research team to prepare for and coordinate with all 

involved parties for pilot testing and evaluation of the two selected objective detection systems. The 

research team participated in meetings with FDOT District 7 to communicate with and obtain input from 

the FDOT Project Manager, the FDOT District 7 IT Manager, the FDOT Tampa Bay SunGuide TMC 

manager, and representatives of the two vendor companies for system setup and the data collection plan. 

Based on discussion and feedback from the meetings, FDOT District 7 coordinated with both vendors to 

test and calibrate their systems and had them ready for field testing and data collection. The research team 

finalized the data collection and system evaluation plan, including test site locations, performance 

measures, data collection method, duration of data collection, and evaluation method, as presented in the 

following subsections. 

2.1 Test Site Locations 

Two test bridges in Tampa Bay Area were identified for this project. The first was the Sunshine Skyway 

Bridge, which was used to test and evaluate thermal camera-based system to detect pedestrians, stopped 

vehicles, and freeway WWD events. The second was the Howard Frankland Bridge, which was used to 

test and evaluate the video-analytic system to detect freeway WWD events (Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1. Testing locations for detection systems 
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2.2 Data Collection Plan 

Based on sample data reviewed during system setup and data collection for the two detection systems, the 

CUTR research team determined that the method to collect data on WWD events, stopped vehicles, and 

pedestrians would be through detection-triggered videos. Examples of WWD images from detection-

triggered videos are shown in Figure 2, examples of the presence of a pedestrian and a stopped vehicle are 

shown in Figure 3, and an example of a stopped vehicle is shown in Figure 4. Through coordination with 

FDOT District 7, CUTR set up an FTP site to receive all detection-triggered videos from both detection 

systems. The project duration was six months. A total of 2–3 months was allocated for data collection.  

   

   

Figure 2. Examples of WWD images on Howard Frankland Bridge 

 

Figure 3. Examples of detected pedestrian and stopped vehicle 
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Figure 4. Examples of detected stopped vehicle 

2.3 Evaluation Method and Performance Measures 

To evaluate the performance of both systems in detection of each event type, including pedestrians, 

stopped vehicles, and WWD incidents, video data collected for each detection-triggered event were 

reviewed. Two major performance measures were proposed for the evaluation: 

• Performance Measure #1: Detection System Accuracy – percentage of true calls on detection 

system over total number of calls placed by system 

𝐷𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑆𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚 𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 (%) =  
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝐶𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑠

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝐶𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑠
× 100% 

• Performance Measure #2: Percentage of False Calls – percentage of false calls on detection 

system over total number of calls placed by system 

𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝐶𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑠 (%) =  
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝐶𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑠

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝐶𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑠
× 100%  
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3. Data Collection at Test Site Locations 

Success of data collection at the test locations was essential to evaluate and compare the capabilities of 

vendor real-time event detection systems. This section describes the process and details for identifying 

and collecting data on pedestrians, stopped vehicles, and/or WWD events at the designated test locations. 

With the assistance of FDOT District 7, data for all detection-triggered videos recorded at the two site 

locations and used for analysis were extracted and stored on a CUTR-administered FTP site. The 

Sunshine Skyway Bridge was used to test the thermal camera-based system for detecting pedestrians, 

stopped vehicles, and freeway WWD incidents, and the Howard Frankland Bridge was used to test the 

video-analytic system for detecting freeway WWD incidents. On the Sunshine Skyway Bridge, cameras 

were set up at two locations southbound, coded as WI_1 and WI_4, respectively (Figure 5), and data were 

collected June 11–July 25, 2019. On the Howard Frankland Bridge, cameras were setup at six locations—

NB 33.8, NB 36.8, SB 35.4, SB 34.1, SB 35.0, and SB 36.0 (Figure 6)—and data were collected during 

June 12–September 5, 2019. It is noted that cameras at NB 33.8, NB 36.8, SB 34.1, SB 35.0, and SB 36.0 

were angled at traffic on the same structure, but camera at SB 35.4 was angled at the traffic across the 

water body monitoring northbound/eastbound traffic (see Figure 16).  

 

Figure 5. Approximate camera locations for thermal camera-based detection system  
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Figure 6. Approximate camera locations for video-analytic detection system  
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4. Data Review and Analysis 

4.1 Data Review, Data Process, and Evaluation Methods 

The research team carefully reviewed all detection-triggered video recordings to evaluate if the detection 

was triggered by an actual event or if a false call was placed. Attributes including site name, location, 

weather, event description, and additional information were recorded and reviewed as shown in Figure 7.  

 

Figure 7. Samples of data review information 

The research team reviewed a total of 300 video recordings, with 182 videos collected at the Sunshine 

Skyway Bridge and 118 videos collected at the Howard Frankland Bridge. The majority of the video 

recordings from the Sunshine Skyway Bridge pertained to stopped vehicles (136); pedestrian and WWD 

recording generated 23 records each. Specifics of the collected data are presented in Table 1. 

Table 1. Summary of Data Review Information 

Test Site Data Type Data Collection Time Reviewed Records 

Sunshine Skyway Bridge 

Pedestrian 6/20–7/23/2019 23 

Stopped vehicle 6/11–7/24/2019 136 

WWD 7/10–7/18/2019 23 

Howard Frankland Bridge WWD 6/12–9/5/2019 118 

Total 300 

Review of the 300 recorded videos revealed that multiple consecutive video clips pertained to the same 

event; therefore, the recordings were grouped into 243 separate events for further review. Some events 

were excluded due to technical inconsistency or external factors, which are described below. In the 

thermal camera-based detection system, a “Stopped Vehicle” label and a rectangular shape (pointing to 

the location where the stopped vehicle was located) were generated to indicate a stopped vehicle. In two 

cases, the system did not generate these messages; therefore, these two events were excluded from the 

analysis. Figure 8A illustrates a typical message sent by the system, and Figure 8B is an example of an 

event excluded from the analysis. It was observed during data collection that some recorded videos were 

vibrating significantly on the Howard Frankland Bridge where the video-analytic system was deployed, 

possibly due to bridge structural dynamics, strong wind or other external conditions; vibration was not 

observed on the Sunshine Skyway Bridge, where the thermal-based camera system was deployed. Review 

events recorded by the video analytic detection system were hindered due to this external exposure; as a 

result, 21 events were excluded from the analysis. Locations of cameras that produced “shaking” 

recordings were SB 34.1, SB 35.0, SB 36, and SB 35.4.  
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Figure 8. Typical (A) and atypical (B) messages generated by thermal camera-based system 

The number of reviewed video recordings per event and total number of analyzed events are shown in 

Table 2. 

Table 2. Number of Video Recordings per Event 

Number of Video Recordings Events Reviewed Records 

1 214 214 

2 19 38 

3 3 9 

4 2 8 

5 3 15 

6 1 6 

10 1 10 

Total Reviewed Events 243 300 

Total Analyzed Events 

(excluding technical-outlier records) 
220 277 

After reviewing the collected data, CUTR analyzed the video recordings and applied two performance 

measures, detection system accuracy and percentage of false calls, to evaluate the performance of the two 

vendor systems on different events, as defined earlier: 

• Performance Measure #1: Detection System Accuracy – percentage of true calls on detection 

system over total number of calls placed by system. 

• Performance Measure #2: Percentage of False Calls – percentage of false calls on detection 

system over total number of calls placed by system. 

WI_4_20190703T133834.627_-0400_STOPPED-VEHICLE_1 

WI_4_20190702T160016.154_-0400_STOPPED-VEHICLE_1 

A 

B 
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During the data review process, for each type of event (pedestrian, stopped vehicle, WWD), the following 

scenarios were defined as correct observations: 

• Pedestrian – actual pedestrian(s) present at scene 

• Stopped vehicle: 

1) Stopped vehicle in travel lane or on shoulders 

2) On-duty vehicles (police vehicle, utility vehicle, etc.) stopped in lane or on shoulder 

• WWD – as no actual in-lane WWD vehicle violating traffic rules was observed, events 

considered as correct observations included: 

1) Vehicle (private cars, on-duty vehicles) backing up on shoulder 

2) On-duty vehicles (utility vehicles, police vehicles, etc.) moving in opposite direction of traffic 

to perform work-related tasks  

For stopped vehicles and pedestrian detection, the research team reviewed all detection-triggered videos 

collected on the Sunshine Skyway Bridge, determined the number of actual stopped vehicles and/or 

pedestrians detected, and computed detection system accuracy and percentage of false calls for the 

thermal camera-based system.  

For WWD detection, the research team reviewed all detection-triggered videos on the two bridges, 

determined the number of occurrences of actual WWD, and computed the wrong-way detection accuracy 

and percentage of false calls. 

4.2 Sunshine Skyway Bridge Data Analysis 

Data collection on the Sunshine Skyway Bridge included detection of pedestrians, stopped vehicles, and 

WWD incidents. The data were collected at the two sites (WI_1 and WI_4) southbound. Of 180 video 

recordings, 142 separate events were evaluated, including 15 pedestrian events, 106 stopped vehicle 

events, and 21 WWD-triggered events. Detailed data collection information is shown in Table 3. 

Table 3. Data Collected on Sunshine Skyway Bridge 

 Data Type Records Reviewed  Events 
Detection Results 

Correct Detection Incorrect Detection 

Pedestrian 23 15 15 0 

Stopped vehicle 134 106 100 6 

WWD 23 21 21 0 

Total 180 142 136 6 

4.2.1 Pedestrians 

In total, 15 events were triggered by the presence of a pedestrian on the road, with 2 recorded on the 

WI_1 camera and 13 recorded on the WI_4 camera. Table 4 provides details of the pedestrian-triggered 

detections, and Figure 2 shows views from cameras WI_1 and WI_4. 

Table 4. Pedestrian-Triggered Events 

Location Records Reviewed Events 
Detection Results 

Correct Detection Incorrect Detection 

WI_1 SB 1 3 2 2 0 

WI_4 SB 2 20 13 13 0 

Total 23 15 15 0 
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Figure 9. View from WI_1 (A) and WI_4 (B) cameras for pedestrian-triggered event 

In these correct detections of pedestrian events, the following scenarios were observed: 

• Roadway workers crossing the road for roadwork (7 events) (see Figure 10 for example) 

• Roadway workers working/walking on shoulder (6 events) 

• Police officers standing on shoulder assisting with road accidents (2 events) 

 

Figure 10. Example of pedestrian-triggered event 

A 

B 

WI_1_20190716T120056.588_-0400_PEDESTRIAN_1 
 

WI_4_20190716T120258.042_-0400_PEDESTRIAN_1 
 

WI_1_20190723T041934.835_-0400_PEDESTRIAN_2 
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4.2.2 Stopped Vehicles 

In total, 106 events were triggered by the presence of a stopped vehicle, with 52 recorded on the WI_1 

camera and 54 recorded on the WI_4 camera. Table 5 provides details of stopped vehicle-triggered 

detections, and Figure 11 shows the view from camera WI_1 and WI_4. 

Table 5. Stopped Vehicle-Triggered Events 

Location Records Reviewed Events 
Detection Results 

Correct Detection Incorrect Detection 

WI_1 SB 1 62 52 49 3 

WI_4 SB 2 72 54 51 3 

Total 134 106 100 6 

 

 

 

Figure 11. View from WI_1 (A) And WI_4 (B) cameras for stopped vehicle event 

In these correct detections of stopped vehicle events, the following scenarios were observed: 

• Vehicles (cars, motorcycles, utility vehicles) stopped on shoulder (97 events, see Figure 11) 

• On-duty vehicles (utility vehicles, police vehicles, etc.) stopped in lanes for work-related tasks 

(3 events, see Figure 12C as an example) 

The thermal camera-based detection system recorded one potential suicide attempt. On June 18, 2019, a 

white SUV stopped on the southbound right shoulder (Figure 12A). About 10 minutes later, a vehicle 

stopped on the northbound shoulder; the driver ran towards the SUV (Figure 12B) and restricted the SUV 

driver, who appeared to be attempting to jump off the bridge. Several minutes later, police vehicles 

arrived to the scene (Figure 12C). 

B 

A 

WI_4_20190723T062236.278_-0400_STOPPED-VEHICLE_1 

WI_1_20190723T062234.377_-0400_STOPPED-VEHICLE_1 
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Figure 12. Potential suicide attempt on Sunshine Skyway Bridge recorded by  

thermal camera-based system 

Six false calls were placed by the thermal camera-based system, as indicated in Table 5. In all of these, 

the system generated a “Stopped Vehicle” message and a rectangle shape, indicating that a stopped 

vehicle was detected, but there was no stopped vehicle actually present. An example of an incorrect 

detection by the thermal camera-based system during day and night is shown in Figure 13. 

WI_4_20190618T201019.668_-0400_STOPPED-VEHICLE_1

 
 

W I _ 4 _ 2 0 1 9 0 6 1 8 T 2 0 0 1 4 7 . 5 7 1 _ - 0 4 0 0 _ S T O P P E D - V E H I C L E _ 1  

A WI_4_20190618T200147.571_-0400_STOPPED-VEHICLE_1 

B 

C 
WI_4_20190618T201335.903_-0400_STOPPED-VEHICLE_2 
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Figure 13. Incorrect detection by thermal camera-based system during day (A), and night (B) 

4.2.3 Wrong-way Driving 

In total, 21 events were triggered by the presence of WWD vehicles, with 10 recorded on the WI_1 

camera and 11 recorded on the WI_4 camera. Table 6 provides details for WWD detections, and Figure 7 

shows the views from cameras WI_1 and WI_4. Based on the definitions in Section 4.1, all WWD events 

were triggered by on-duty utility vehicles backing up on the shoulder of the road; there were no actual 

in-lane WWD vehicles violating traffic rules detected. 

Table 6. WWD-Triggered Events 

Location Records Reviewed Events 
Detection Results 

Correct Detection Incorrect Detection 

WI_1 SB 1 12 10 10 0 

WI_4 SB 2 11 11 11 0 

Total 23 21 21 0 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WI_1_20190619T120800.691_-0400_STOPPED-VEHICLE_3 

A 

B 

WI_1_20190723T042048.641_-0400_STOPPED-VEHICLE_1 
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Figure 14. View from WI_1 (A) and WI_4 (B) cameras for WWD event 

4.3 Howard Frankland Bridge Data Analysis 

Data collection on the Howard Frankland Bridge included detection of WWD vehicles by the video-

analytic system. Data were collected through four southbound camera locations (SB 34.1, SB 35.0, SB 

35.4, SB 36.0) and two northbound sites (NB 33.8, NB 36.8). Note that cameras at NB 33.8, NB 36.8, SB 

34.1, SB 35.0, and SB 36.0 were angled at traffic on the same structure, but camera at SB 35.4 was angled 

at the traffic across the water body monitoring northbound/eastbound traffic. Figures 15–20 show camera 

views from the six locations. The red arrows in these figures indicate WWD directions. 

WI_1_20190710T163432.819_-0400_INVERSE-DIRECTION_3 

 

WI_4_20190710T163513.050_-0400_INVERSE-DIRECTION_3 

 

A 

B 
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Figure 15. View from NB 33.8 camera for WWD-triggered event 

 

Figure 16. View from SB 35.4 camera for WWD-triggered event (EB/NB traffic) 
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Figure 17. View from NB 36.8 camera for WWD-triggered event 

 

Figure 18. View from SB 34.1 camera for WWD-triggered event 
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Figure 19. View from SB 35.0 camera for WWD-triggered event 

 

Figure 20. View from SB 36.0 camera for WWD-triggered event 
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A total of 97 video recordings produced 78 separate events that were evaluated. Detailed data collection 

information is provided in Tables 7 and 8. 

Table 7. Data Collection on Howard Frankland Bridge  

Table 8. WWD-Triggered Events, Howard Frankland Bridge 

Location Records Reviewed Events 
Detection Results 

Correct Detection Incorrect Detection 

NB 33.8 4 4 3 1 

NB 35.4 3 3 2 1 

NB 36.8 16 16 13 3 

SB 34.1 18 13 10 3 

SB 35.0 48 34 32 2 

SB 36.0 8 8 6 2 

Total 97 78 66 12 

In these correct detections of WWD incidents, the following scenarios were observed by: 

• Vehicles (cars, utility trucks, police cars) backing up on shoulder (33 events) 

• On-duty utility vehicles moving in closed lanes ion the opposite direction or backing up in closed 

lanes in the travel direction due to roadwork (31 events) 

• On-duty police vehicles moving in the opposite direction of travel while a section of bridge was 

closed (the same lane-block event caused by an accident on August 28, 2019, which lasted for 

more than two hours and was counted as two events since different WWD vehicles were captured 

between the two-hour gap) (see Figure 21). 

 

Figure 21. WWD on Howard Frankland Bridge detected by video-analytic system  

Collected Data Type Records Reviewed  Events 
Detection Results 

Correct Detection Incorrect Detection 

WWD 97 78 66 12 

Total 97 78 66 12 
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Specifically, the video camera-based system recorded a WWD event with a vehicle-motorcycle 

interaction. A vehicle was backing up on the right shoulder, and the driver got out and was talking to a 

person whose motorcycle was parked on the shoulder. No further information on this event was obtained 

due to the limited time of video recording. The event took place on August 17, 2019, around 10:30 pm 

and is illustrated in Figure 22. 

 

 

Figure 22. Stopped motorcycle event on Howard Frankland Bridge recorded by  

video-analytic detection system  

In the 12 incorrect detections by the video-analytic detection system, the following scenarios were 

observed: 

• Detection of a boat in the water traveling at high speed in the opposite direction of traffic 

southbound (Figure 23) 

B 

A 
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• Slow moving vehicles due to congestion (Figure 24) 

• Vehicles stopped on shoulder (Figure 25) 

• Detection of moving vehicles on the opposite side/direction of bridge across waterbody (Figures 

24 and 25) 

 

Figure 23. Incorrect detection by video-analytic system – 

boat in water traveling in direction opposite of traffic 

 

 

Figure 24. Incorrect detection by video-analytic system – slow-moving vehicles  
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Figure 25. Incorrect detection by video-analytic system – vehicle stopped on shoulder 

These scenarios were observed during data review. However, because there were no detection ROI 

settings or indications on the detected WWD object on the video image, it was difficult to determine if 

these scenarios were the causes of the incorrect detections. As noted, shaking video images were observed 

on the Howard Frankland Bridge during data collection, which could compromise the performance of the 

video-analytic detection system. Based on the camera view of these incorrect detections, it is suspected 

that the detection ROIs at some sites were shifted from the original settings, and objects moving in the 

opposite direction (boats, opposite traffic) might be captured in these records and detected as WWD 

incidents; these ROI shifts were likely the result of the camera view shaking or camera angle shifted due 

to external forces. Further examination of the video-analytic detection system configuration by the vendor 

is recommended, and it may also be helpful to define appropriate reference points for ROI configuration 

and calibration during the system setup process and to set up alerts when a pre-defined ROI is shifted for 

any reasons. 

4.4 Overall Data Analysis 

Data were analyzed for two performance measures, detection system accuracy and percentage of false 

calls. Based on the event data analyzed, overall detection system accuracy for the thermal camera-based 

system was 95.8%, and the percentage of false calls was 4.2%. Specifically, detection accuracies for 

pedestrians and WWD events were both 100%, and detection accuracy for stopped vehicles was 94.3%. 

System accuracy information for the thermal camera-based system is provided in Table 9. 
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Table 9. Performance Measures for Thermal Camera-based System on Sunshine Skyway Bridge 

Data Type Location Events 
Performance Measure 

Detection System Accuracy Percentage of False Calls 

Pedestrian WI_1 SB 1 2 100.0 % 0.0 % 

Pedestrian WI_4 SB 2 13 100.0 % 0.0 % 

Pedestrian Total 15 100.0 % 0.0 % 

Stopped Vehicle WI_1 SB 1 52 94.2 % 5.8 % 

Stopped Vehicle WI_4 SB 2 54 94.4 % 5.6 % 

Stopped Vehicle Total 106 94.3 % 5.7 % 

WWD WI_1 SB12 10 100.0 % 0.0 % 

WWD WI_4 SB 2 11 100.0 % 0.0 % 

WWD Total 21 100.0 % 0.0 % 

Overall Total 142 95.8 % 4.2 % 

System accuracy information for the video-analytic detection system is provided in Table 10. Overall, 

detection system accuracy for the video-analytic system was 84.6%, and the percent of false calls was 

15.4%. Results of this measure varied among the six locations, with the best accuracy produced at SB 

35.0 (94.1%), followed by NB 36.8 (81.2%), SB 34.1 (76.9%), SB 36.0 (75.0%), SB 33.8 (75.0%), and 

SB 35.4 (66.7%). It shows that the system performance varied considerably across these testing locations, 

with the highest detection accuracies at SB 35.0 (94.1%), NB 36.8 (81.2%), and SB 34.1(76.9%); these 

three locations are where the most events were recorded. Overall, the data show that the more events 

recorded and reviewed, the higher the detection accuracy is for the testing location.  

As was noted previously, frequent vibrations and occasional strong vibrations on the camera views were 

observed at the Howard Frankland Bridge during data collection, which could compromise the 

performance of the video-analytic system. Even though the events with vibrating views were excluded 

from the analysis, the vibrations might impose influence on the camera or algorithm functions. Further 

examination of the video-analytic system configuration by the vendor is needed. The relatively low 

detection accuracy at certain locations could be attributable to the shaking video image phenomenon 

discussed before, and the relatively limited number of WWD events might be another cause since an 

incorrect detection led to a significant change in detection system accuracy. 

Table 10. Performance Measures for Howard Frankland Bridge 

Location Events 
Performance Measure 

Detection System Accuracy Percentage of False Calls 

NB 33.8  4 75.0 % 25.0 % 

SB 35.4 (NB traffic)  3 66.7 % 33.3 % 

NB 36.8  16 81.2 % 18.8 % 

SB 34.1  13 76.9 % 23.1 % 

SB 35.0  34 94.1 % 5.9 % 

SB 36.0  8 75.0 % 25.0 % 

Total 78 84.6 % 15.4 % 
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4.5  Research Findings and Recommendations 

The following findings can be drawn based on the analysis in this section. 

1) Pedestrian Event Detection 

• The thermal-based detection system produced a detection system accuracy of 100%, and no false 

alarm was produced. 

• Correct detections of pedestrian events were triggered by roadway workers or onsite police 

officers to perform their work. 

2) Stopped Vehicle Detection 

• The thermal-based detection system produced a detection system accuracy of 94.3% and a 

percentage of false calls of 5.7%.  

• Correct detections of stopped vehicles were triggered by vehicles (cars, motorcycles, utility 

vehicles, etc.) stopped on shoulders and on-duty vehicles (utility vehicles, police vehicles, etc.) 

stopped in lanes to perform work. 

• A potential suicide attempt was detected during the data collection process. 

• All false calls were triggered due to system detection errors, where stopped vehicle detections 

were triggered but no stopped vehicles were present at scene.  

3) WWD Detection 

• The thermal-based detection system produced a detection system accuracy of 100%, and no false 

alarm was produced. In the correct detections of WWD, all WWD events were trigged by on-duty 

utility vehicles backing up on the shoulder; there were no actual WWD vehicles violating traffic 

rules. 

• The video-analytic detection system produced a detection system accuracy of 84.6% and a 

percentage of false calls of 15.4%. In these correct detections of WWD incidents, traffic scenarios 

observed included 1) vehicles (private cars, utility trucks, police cars) backing up on shoulder, 2) 

on-duty utility vehicles moving in closed lanes of opposite direction or backing up in closed lanes 

of travel direction, and 3) on-duty police vehicles moving in the opposite direction of travel in a 

closed section of the bridge.  

• In the false detections by the video-analytic system, the following scenarios were observed: 1) 

boat in water traveling at high speed in opposite direction of traffic southbound, 2) slow-moving 

vehicles due to congestion, 3) vehicles stopped on shoulder, and 4) moving vehicles on the 

opposite side/direction of bridge across the waterbody. 

• Overall, WWD is a very rare traffic incident, and no actual WWD events were detected at any 

designated test locations. 

4) Recommendations for Detection System Configuration 

• The strong vibration of the camera view observed on the Howard Frankland Bridge during the 

data review process could potentially compromise the performance of the video-analytic system. 

Even though the events with strongly shaking images were excluded from the analysis, the 
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vibration might impose influence on the camera or algorithm functions. Further examination of 

the system configuration by the vendor is needed.  

• Based on the camera view of the incorrect WWD detections by the detection system, it is 

suspected that the detection ROIs at some sites were shifted from the original settings, and 

moving objects in the opposite direction (boats, opposite traffic) might be captured in these 

records and detected as WWD incidents; these ROI shifts are likely to result from camera 

shaking. Hence, it is recommended to define appropriate reference points for ROI configuration 

and calibration during the system setup process and to set up alerts when a pre-defined ROI is 

shifted due to external forces. 
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5. Conclusions and Recommendations 

This project successfully evaluated the thermal camera-based detection system from Vendor #1 for 

pedestrian, stopped vehicle, and WWD vehicle detections and the video-analytic detection system from 

Vendor #2 for WWD vehicle detection regarding their capabilities and accuracies. Two locations were 

selected to test the two detection systems, with two thermal-based cameras on the Sunshine Skyway 

Bridge southbound and six video-analytic cameras on the Howard Frankland Bridge. The analyzed data 

were collected between June and September 2019. 

The following conclusions can be drawn from this research: 

• The thermal-based detection system produced a detection system accuracy of 100% for pedestrian 

detection, 94.3% in stopped vehicle detection, and 100% for WWD detection.  

• The video-analytic system produced a detection system accuracy of 84.6% for WWD detection.  

• For the thermal camera-based detection system, correct pedestrian detections were triggered by 

roadway workers or on-site police officers to perform their work. 

• For the thermal camera-based detection system, correction detections of stopped vehicles were 

triggered by vehicles (cars, motorcycles, utility vehicles, etc.) stopped on shoulders and on-duty 

vehicles (utility vehicles, police vehicles, etc.) stopped in lanes to perform work. One potential 

suicide attempt was detected during the data collection process, associated with a stopped vehicle 

and a pedestrian. 

• For the thermal camera-based detection system, correct WWD detections were triggered by on-

duty utility vehicles backing up on the shoulder. 

• In the correct detections of WWD incidents by the video-analytic detection system, traffic 

scenarios observed included 1) vehicles (private cars, utility trucks, police cars) backing up on 

shoulder, 2) on-duty utility vehicles moving in closed lanes of the opposite direction or backing 

up in closed lanes of the travel direction, and 3) on-duty police vehicles moving in the opposite 

direction of travel in a closed section of the bridge. There was no detection ROI setting or 

indication of WWD object detection on the camera view, so the exact causes for these incorrect 

detections were not fully revealed. 

There are several recommendations for further calibration and deployment in use based on the findings in 

data review and data analysis: 

• Strong vibration of the camera view was observed on the Howard Frankland Bridge, which might 

impose influence on camera or algorithm functions. Further examination of the video-analytic 

system configuration is needed.  

• Detection system configuration may be changed due to external environmental conditions such as 

camera vibrations. It is recommended to define appropriate reference points for ROI 

configuration and calibration during the system setup process and to set up alerts when a pre-

defined ROI is shifted due to unexpected. 

The evaluation results and findings from this research provide insights into the capabilities and accuracy 

of the selected detection systems for the three types of events of interest (pedestrian, stopped vehicle, and 

WWD) and can be used to support FDOT and other state DOTs in future implementations on freeway and 

limited-access facilities. 
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Based on the data analysis and research findings, the following recommendations are provided to FDOT 

for future deployment, testing and research on object detection systems.     

• The thermal camera-based detection system from Vendor #1 performed perfect detection system 

accuracy (100%) for both pedestrians and WWDs and high detection system accuracy (94.3%) on 

stopped vehicles on the Sunshine Skyway Bridge. The research team highly recommends that 

FDOT implement the system at more locations in Florida for pedestrian, stopped vehicle, and 

WWD detections and continue to measure and evaluate their performances.  

• The research team suggests that FDOT research, test, and evaluate thermal camera-based 

detection systems for other potential applications such as 1) detection of pedestrians and 

bicyclists at signalized intersections and midblock crossings to provide warnings to drivers, 2) 

detection of WWDs on arterials to notify WWD drivers and other road users, 3) detection of 

WWDs in work zone areas, especially at night, to notify WWD drivers and other road users, and 

4) detection of trespassers at railroad crossings or train stations to provide needed alerts.    

• The video-analytic detection system from Vendor #2 achieved an overall detection system 

accuracy of 84.6% for WWD detection on the Howard Frankland Bridge. The research team 

suspects the detection system configuration for Vendor #2 might be changed at some study sites 

on the bridge due to external environmental conditions such as camera vibrations or camera angle 

shifted. It is suggested that FDOT further test and evaluate the system using the Sunshine Skyway 

Bridge, which did not exhibit camera vibration issues. 

• To minimize repeated detections and notifications of a TMC on the same event, it is suggested 

that FDOT ask vendors to properly configure their detection algorithms and calibrate their 

systems so the systems can recognize the same event and send only one notification to the TMC.   

• For the system from Vendor #2, it is suspected that detection ROIs at some sites were likely 

shifted from the original settings due to camera shaking or camera angle shift due to external 

forces. It is recommended that FDOT ask Vendor #2 to set up alerts when a pre-defined ROI is 

shifted due to external forces. 

 


